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Clinton says:
Higher taxes

WASHINGTON — President Clinton presented his proposed tax increases, the largest in history, Wednesday night along with program cuts in an effort to cut the federal deficit and restore the nation's economy.

The tax increases will raise an estimated $242 billion through 1997, compared to $233 billion in spending reductions, administration officials said.

About $230 billion, would go to reduce the deficit, officials said.

The remaining $180 billion would be recirculated into the economy as "injections" in an effort to spur future growth.

Clinton aides said the package would cut the deficit in half by 1997.

Assuming economic growth of just under 3 percent, they predict that more than eight million new jobs will be created over the four-year period.

The extraordinary scope, cost and pain of the president's plan guarantees a major political war, lasting for months and engaging every sector of society, before it is enacted.

Anticipating massive resistance from Republicans, taxpayers and those affected by the cuts, White House officials vowed to fight for the package in its entirety and not to be picked apart by special interests.

"This is not the end of the battle. This is the beginning," said Budget Director Leon Panetta before Clinton addressed a joint session of Congress. "The president is going to have to fight for his policies."

In advance of Clinton's address, Republicans were charging that his program shows he is a typical "tax-and-spend" Democrat, in spite of campaign pledge to be different.

The president's economic package consists of three main parts: A $30 billion, short-term stimulus program; a $160 billion long-term program; and the deficit reduction program.

Transit members help state fund state for bus routes

By Jeffrey Wheeler
General Assignment Writer

Mass transit operators are looking for help from the state in funding a bus system in Carbondale, which could offset the cost to upgrades or provide money for routes to Murphysboro or Eldorado.

State and local lawmakers will meet with members of a local transit committee on Friday to discuss state funding for a Carbondale bus system.

Doug Madener, chairman of the transit advisory committee, said he hopes to get Sen. Ralph Doex, R-Du Quoin, and Rep. Gerald Hawkins, D-Du Quoin, to add Carbondale as a transit district and draw funding from state tax dollars.

The two state legislators will meet with the commission and the mayors of Murphysboro and Carbondale on Friday in Murphysboro.

The proposed transit district, which includes all of Jackson County, could provide a large area of coverage.

Madener said based on past numbers, the amount available could be as much as $350,000.

Hepatitis cases rise

Jackson County: Highest rate in 8 years

By Jonathan Sent:
Health Writer

Seven cases of hepatitis A were reported in Jackson County in 1992, the highest total in eight years, and health officials said they are aware of outbreaks in St. Louis and Quincy.

According to John Ottolini, communicable disease coordinator for the state Department of Public Health, the state recorded 805 cases and 344 cases of hepatitis B. The number of Illinois cases has remained about the same during the last several years.

Ottolini said state public officials have not been advised yet to keep an eye out for more cases than usual this year. However, he was aware from media coverage of consolidation left room for the creation of the institutional advancement position.

Govan said the University needs to enhance relations with alumni and focus on private fund-raising.

He said he hopes an increase in annual giving will be seen within a year after the vice president is hired.

Long-range hopes are to build the endowment and scholarship funds, Guyon said.

A McAnally held a position similar to vice president for institutional advancement but the position was abolished 10 years ago.

Career counseling

Gerald Edwards, a recruiter for the Carbondale Police Department, informs SIUC students Craig Stallings and Lorenzo Holland about employment procedures of the police department. Students had the opportunity to talk to several prospective employers Wednesday at the Diversity Career Fair held in Ballroom B of the Student Center.
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Pavlovic, Stewart make MVC academic team

By Karyn Viverito
Sports Writer

Junior forward Mirko Pavlovic and sophomore guard Ian Stewart represent the Salukis on the 1992-93 Academic All-Missouri Valley Conference team announced Wednesday.

Pavlovic, an aviation flight major, has a 3.31 grade-point average and was a first-team selection. To qualify for the MVC academic team, a student-athlete must have completed at least one full academic year at the institution.

The student-athletes must have reached sophomore athletic and academic standing at their institution, and must have completed all classes and have a minimum 3.0 cumulative GPA. The Salukis have two players on the MVC Academic All-Missouri Volleyball team.

Chop shop

Jim Sullivan of Carbondale, left, instructs a group of GE 106C Karate students Wednesday afternoon at Davies Gymnasium.

Fans, basketball teams score with promotional festivities

By Vincent S. Boyd
Sports Writer

Imagine: All dressed up and no where to go to 50,000. Spring Break, or, even worse, spending the entire break in Illinois. For many, this nightmare will become a horror reality.

But thanks to WCFL-FM, B&A Travel and Saluki Athletics, one lucky fan and a guest will win an all-expenses paid trip to Cancun, Mexico.

Mike Trude, promotions and marketing coordinator for Saluki Athletics, said the contest is open to anyone over 18 years old.

"People can register in the lobby of the SIU Arena at the women's game or at the Saluki Ticket Office during regular business hours," Trude said.

He said the offer is an inexpensive way to win a trip of a lifetime while getting more people to attend the women's games.

"We like to plan nice events to get the students to come out," Trude said. "Last year, we gave away a trip to Dayton." Mitchell Parkinson, sports information director for women's athletics, said the women's average attendance for 10 home games this season has been 550. Through 13 home games last year, it was 835.

Trude said that although the Cancun trip is the biggest event this year, there are others for the individual games.

"There are different promotions for every game," Trude said.

One promotion allows a fan to shoot a layup, a free throw, a 3-pointer, a shot from the hash mark and one from half-court. To win, one must hit from each area in succession, and their turn is over once they miss.

Trude said promotions as such get the fans involved because of the level of excitement.

"I hope that students take advantage of our promotions," he said.

"It is fun for everyone." Registration deadline is Feb. 27. Forms will be taken until tip-off of the Wichita State game.

Baseball owners ponder changes

The Baltimore Sun

Major league Baseball faces an uncertain future. More labor strife is on the horizon. Television revenues are soon to decline. The commissioner's office remains unoccupied. The sport is in a state of economic and political upheaval.

It is against this backdrop that the owners last year initiated a market research project to determine if the traditional format of the game is in need of an overhaul.

How would you like to see the two leagues split into three divisions each instead of two and the playoffs expanded to include a wild-card team and an extra tier of games?

How would you like to see the Orioles play a regular-season series against the Mets? How about expanding the designated hitter rule to both leagues? Or abandoning it altogether?

Baseball ownership really wants to know, and the game's Schedule and Format Committee has begun building a market profile with the help of an extensive survey that has been distributed to a large sampling of fans throughout the nation.

The preliminary results of that survey are being discussed, along with a variety of other issues, at a two-day owners meeting that began in Phoenix Tuesday.

"There have been reports at the last two meetings on parts of the plan for soliciting fan input," Baltimore Orioles President Larry Lucchino said recently. "It is a broad-based survey of fan attitudes and club attitudes."

The survey asks fans to evaluate a couple of new playoff options, give their opinions on geographic realignment and state their preferences on a number of lesser questions that could affect the marketing of the game. Nothing will be decided this week, but the owners likely will be presented today with some possibilities that could crystallize into major issues by the time the owners ressemble for their quarterly meeting at the
Newsgroup world

GERMANY, UNITED STATES TO JOIN FORCES - German Defense Minister Volker Ruehe said on Wednesday that Germany and the United States would form a joint military corps to be based in Germany. Ruehe, speaking to reporters on a flight to Washington for his first talks with the Clinton administration, said two joint units would be deployed in Heidelberg on April 22 to form a significant part of NATO's defense in central Europe.

ISRAEL TO CLOSE PEACE TALKS THIS YEAR - Israel is willing to close the Middle East peace talks with its Arab neighbors and the Palestinians with a number of agreements by the end of this year, Deputy Foreign Minister Yossi Beilin told journalists Wednesday. If such agreements did not materialize, it would not be in the Israeli government's interest, Beilin said in advance of Secretary of State Warren Christopher's Middle East tour.

nation

FORMER NIXON AIDE WINS RELIGION AWARD - Charles Colson, an aide to former President Richard Nixon imprisoned for his role in the Watergate affair, has won a religion award worth more than $1 million. It was announced Wednesday. Previous recipients of the Templeton Prize, annually awarded for "progress in religion," have included Mother Theresa and Billy Graham. In 1973 Colson was sentenced to between one and three years in prison.

FEMALE ALMOST ENROLLS IN MALE SCHOOL - A female student nearly was admitted to the Citadel. Shannon Richey Paulkner, 18, became the first woman to slip past the gender rule that has kept the state-supported college in Charleston, S. C., a men-only institution. Army Citadel officials say she are victims. Paulkner asked Wren High School officials to delete mention of gender from her transcript, said Coe, the Greenville, S. C. lawyer.

HELMSLEY SERVING TIME; APPEAL DENIED - Billionaire hotel queen Leona Helmsley will finish out her four year prison term in a federal appeals court Tuesday. Helmsley, 66, is serving time for tax evasion, is a three-year prison sentence and a $16 million fine.

SCIENTISTS CALL FOR WEAPONS REDUCTION - Three scientists who were present at the conclusion of the nuclear arms race called Wednesday for reductions in defense spending totaling $361 billion by the year 2000. The scientists' proposal would leave the United States with a revamped military of 600,000 uniformed troops, down from the current 1.6 million. The Navy would have five aircraft carrier task forces, the level of the early 1960s. The Navy now has 11 carrier task forces.

RISK OF NUCLEAR WASTE LEAKS INCREASING - Nuclear waste stored at an underground facility near Hanford, Wash., increasingly is dangerous due to the risk of leaks, the Washington Post reported on Wednesday. Although hundreds of millions of dollars had been spent on the facility, the risk of leaks sprouting up in the 177 underground storage tanks had increased, the paper said. Potential leaks were not likely to be discovered soon.

WIDOW RECEIVES HUSBAND'S BODY PARTS - A Seattle widow got her day in court after receiving her husband's body parts from funeral home. Maggie Walker received a trash bag marked, "Personal Effects of John Mack Walker." In 1984, she was expecting her dead husband's clothing, wallet and watch. But when she opened the bag she found a smaller bag - containing some of her husband's fingers, a portion of his jaw and a kidney that had been removed during his autopsy.

- from Daily Egyptian wire services
Checkers death case may go to grand jury

By Joe Little
Special Assignment Writer

The case of Jose Waight’s death may go before a grand jury within 10 days, and students will have a chance to voice concerns about his death at an open forum Friday afternoon.

Jackson County State’s Attorney Chuck Grace said he intends to take the matter of Waight’s death to a grand jury.

The grand jury may be convened in about 10 days, Grace said.

Waight, a 24-year-old freshman from South Holland, died of asphyxiation after a confrontation with Checkers nightclub employees Feb. 5.

Checkers nightclub opened for the first time since Waight’s death Wednesday night.

Grace said he has reviewed all but about five reports from the Carbondale Police Department, and is still waiting on a pathologist’s report, which he said may be delivered to his office by Friday.

Grace declined to offer any details about the pathologist involved because of fear of media harassment.

The forum, sponsored by the Graduate and Professional Student Council and the Black Affairs Council, will take place from 2 to 4 p.m. Friday in the Student Center Auditorium.

The forum will allow students to express their concerns about the Checkers nightclub, said student activist Willie Chatman.

Representatives of Checkers management have been invited to appear at the meeting, Chatman said, and student leaders also have invited Carbondale Police Chief Don Strom, City Manager Jeff Doherty and City Councilmen John Mills and Richard Morris.

The meeting will be a chance for students to voice their concerns to the management, Chatman said.

"Students will be able to make it clear that their concerns on the atmosphere (at Checkers) are real and not merely their (the students') perceptions," Chatman said.

A forum has not taken place earlier because of the concerns of city officials, said Bill Hall, vice president of student affairs with GPSC.

"At the request of city leaders, GPSC delayed facilitating an open student forum, Hall said.

Now that we understand the nature of the problem, it’s time to involve students in making Carbondale safer for students," he said.

Student leaders involved in previous discussions with city officials and Checkers management will inform students of knowledge accumulated during those meetings, Hall said.

Questions and comments also will be taken from the audience.

Police Chief Don Strom said while he would be open to attending the forum, he would need more information on the meeting before he could comment.

"I will have to learn what the focus of the meeting is going to be," Strom said.

According to Strom, he had not been specifically invited to attend the forum as of press time.

The white shadow

Scott Jackson, a senior in cinema and photography, studies with a snow friend to keep him company, Jackson, of St. Louis, was bearing the cold weather to rest in between classes out front of the Wham Building Wednesday afternoon.

Waight case specifics still closed to public

By Sanjay Seth
City Writer

Carbondale Police Chief Don Strom said as frustrating as it may be to the public, police information cannot always be released on immediate request.

Strom explained police procedure in releasing information, with relevance to the death of Jose Waight on Feb. 5, at a city council meeting Tuesday.

City manager Jeff Doherty requested that Strom speak at the meeting.

Waight, a 24-year-old freshman from South Holland, died of asphyxiation, according to a coroner’s report, following a confrontation at Checkers nightclub. The Carbondale Police Department completed investigations into the death Monday and Strom updated the city council on the issue, explaining the lack of information available to the public.

Strom said he has consistently told police officials not to give out details until Chuck Grace, the state’s attorney, has had an opportunity to assess the case.

Strom said the premature release of any information could influence the state’s attorney’s ability to review the case and reach conclusions about what criminal charges, if any, should be pursued in the case.

“We don’t believe it’s appropriate to try to give out details, or have it published, until the state attorney has had time to make decisions,” Strom said.

Strom said he regretted the fact that information in police cases could not be made public all the time.

“The fact is we just can’t tell people every detail of what is recorded,” Strom said.

see CITY, page 9
Wearing seat belts year-long necessity

ALTHOUGH ILLINOIS CHILD SAFETY Awareness Week was last week, it is important to recognize one of the safety devices that saves the lives and reduces injuries of not only children but adults as well.

Since 1985, Illinois has made wearing safety belts the law. The Illinois Passenger Protection Law, passed prior to that in 1982, requiring car seats for children. Both are for good reasons.

In 1992, fewer people died on Illinois highways than any year since 1944 when driving was curtailed because of restrictions imposed during World War II. - According to a report released Friday from Gov. Jim Edgar.

The increased efforts of safety belt awareness, in addition to a crackdown on drunken driving and to road improvements, are estimated to play a significant role in the decreased fatalities.

ABOUT 66 PERCENT of Illinois motorists observed are now using seat belts, compared to a nationwide average of 62 percent, according to a January 1992 survey conducted by the Illinois Department of Transportation.

Last year, there were 1,375 traffic deaths in the state, a decrease of about 5 percent from the 1,444 deaths in 1991.

Edgar notes in the press release that this decrease is even more remarkable in light of the fact that travel in the state increased by 2.3 percent to 87.64 billion miles.

“For the second consecutive year, the Illinois traffic fatality rate is at an all-time low. But we must be inspired by our accomplishment — not just rest on it. We must continue to emphasize our safety programs,” Edgar said.

Because research has shown safety belts reduce the risk of fatal or serious injury to front seat passengers by 40 to 50 percent, wearing seat belts plays an important part in decreasing these incidences.

BUCKLING UP JUST makes good sense, said Joe Baker, coordinator for SIUC Student Health Programs. “Not only can seat belts save your lives but reduce your injuries.”

Baker conducted his own study of safety belt users at SIUC last fall. In Baker’s first survey, he observed drivers in the Student Health Center parking lot, who are mostly faculty and staff. He did so without prior warning and estimated that about 86 percent used their seat belts.

For Baker’s other survey he observed a student parking lot, also without prior warning, and found that 68 percent used seat belts, which is close to the national average.

People said the discrepancy between the two parking lots points out that people educated about the hazards of not wearing a seat belt indeed wore them.

Therefore, increased safety belt efforts on campus and nationwide will continue to decrease fatalities as those who are more aware of the benefits of safety belts use them.

In 1991, CORRECT USE OF CHILD restraint devices could have prevented 67 hospitalization and 57 injuries of children who are 4 years or younger, said Sgt. Nelson Perry of the SIUC Police.

The evidence is staggering and should make motorists think twice about buckling up. Because of greater efforts to increase safety belt awareness, lives are being saved and injuries are being reduced.

This is one safety device that needs to be emphasized not just one week but all year long. Not wearing safety belts could cause motorists more than a $75 fine, but the costs that is why the UN Resolution 799 calls for the immediate and safe return of all the deportees to their homes and families.

Mr. Goldman tells us that “each deportee is given a right to an appeal to overturn the expulsion.” What a tragic irony! To begin with, none of the deportees were given the chance to defend themselves, to see a lawyer, or even be put on trial. Is that how the “Israelis employ a judicial system to ours in the United States,” as, - outlandishly claimed by Mr. Goldman?

In fact, Israel repeatedly has deported Palestinians from their homeland and probably will continue if no end to its occupation is achieved.

Letters to the Editor

Israeli, United States justice systems different — especially for Palestinians

I object to Benjamin Goldman’s comparison of the Israeli justice system to that of the United States in his letter of the Feb. 10. He fails to point out that different rules seem to apply for Palestinians.

The Lawyers Committee for Human Rights reported in “Lawyers and the Military Justice System of the Israeli-Occupied Territories,” that lawyers attribute the high rate of prisoner confessions to the prevalence of ill-treatment, amounting to some cases to torture, and on the youth and inexperience of most of the detectives.

“An Israeli Attorney asserted that as a minimum all security detainees are subjected to Alahahab or trying up for two or three days, before any interrogation begins,” the report stated. “This involves being bound hand and foot and hooded with usually malodorous sacks, as well as exposed to the elements in inclement weather. This kind of reception, in the opinion of lawyers, is often enough to convince the detainees, who are youths from 15 to 18 years for the most part, to confess.”

The report also reveals how access to lawyers is largely dependent on confession. This doesn’t sound anything like the American system to me.

Mr. Goldman also led us to believe that the Palestinians deportees actually received a trial. In fact they did not receive a trial and were never accused of any terrorist act.

After two months of international pressure the Israelis have offered the right to appeal, but shouldn’t their justice be more than a face-saving device used randomly by the public image-conscious Israelis.

I urge you to stop listening to Israeli propaganda, which plays on American’s Judeo-Christian heritage, and instead look for the truth. Shouldn’t we finally wake off our Israeli colored glasses when looking at the Middle East? — Jeff Russell, senior, political science

Deportation a violation of rights, democracy

This is in response to Benjamin Goldman’s letter, published Feb. 10, that defends the Israeli government’s action of expelling over 400 Palestinians from the West Bank and Gaza Strip (occupied by Israel since 1967).

The 400 Palestinians were picked up from their homes, their places of work and even from the streets and within hours were dumped into another country (Lebanon) last December.

Mr. Goldman’s letter implies that such action does not violate human rights or democracy principles. Well, it does.

The more deportation of people living under occupation (the Palestinians) by an occupying nation (Israel) is in itself a violation of international laws and human rights. That is why the whole world including the United States has condemned the Israeli action. And
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Letters to the Editor

History confirms populist choice not always moral, correct

America the beautiful, how wonderful it is! Last year, at what was once a obscure time in recent history, we voted in a referendum that was to include abortion on your health care law plan — all of which does not cost anything. Whatever, Brad Cole.

Populism at its best. Seven hundred students voted for the pro-America ban on gay children. Everyone has to pay the supreme sacrifice to the general will. Populism at its best. Seven hundred students voted for the pro-America ban on gay children. Everyone has to pay the supreme sacrifice to the general will. Populism at its best. Seven hundred students voted for the pro-America ban on gay children. Everyone has to pay the supreme sacrifice to the general will. Populism at its best. Seven hundred students voted for the pro-America ban on gay children. Everyone has to pay the supreme sacrifice to the general will. Populism at its best. Seven hundred students voted for the pro-America ban on gay children. Everyone has to pay the supreme sacrifice to the general will.

Abortion should not even be decided by populism, no matter what side holds the numbers. For if populism is what is desired then it was just to annihilate the Jew. If we had polled Nazi Germany it would have been 90 percent for “pro-choice” and 75 percent for pro-life.

Also, populism would have run Lincoln out of the White House for his Emancipation Proclamation, because we know that populist support was on the side of “hang ’em high.” It was real violent black people who were not cattle but indeed human beings with feelings — God’s children.

Only when morality and justice intervened did these horrors of “free speech” end. Now what are we to do as Americans concerned about these modem day death camps? One thing we can do is start an organization American Collegeans for Life. This group should be a tool to confront pro-Auschwitz legislators in their defeat in order to change people’s opinion.

And the last step we can take is to have your health care card dropped. If your parents have you covered on their health insurance then it is in reason to pay for other people’s “surgical care.”

Henceforth, this will create enough pressure to change polls, because, and this is how democratic works — Brian W. Ellis, Junior, political science

Morris patrons deserve equal book access

Morris Library has an unusual, life-dulling system of distributing the books. Mr. Burke, a student, arrives daily in his bookstore. It’s somewhere on a building, the bookstore, where the books go from one office to the next. Finally reaching the student police, a book with the '

An average student can, for instance, expect to see a copy of books he requested that month bearing the same kind of binding.

Rounding errors that before the magazine is put on a shelf for three years, it is officially diverted to this or that location, where it simply remains until that office decides to pass it along. The magazine, which has been sent to the library being carried around for three years, is whisked away weeks after the magazine actually arrived at a SU.

If you are tired of fact, periodicals getting placed behind locked doors before general students are allowed access. The library order with the usual process, so if the board of new acquisitions were an embargo, our library is first and exclusive right to student resources.

There is a marked difference between, say, a department of English, which little weight and appropriately the only coffee get in his or her door and when that department director sits behind a closed door, reading a recently written book, which has been endorsed by a book critic for his or her reading.

All students deserve an equal and timely chance to see and learn what they’re interested.

Morris Library’s system of distributing books among favored elite, or groups not allowing that people who really need these shelves, is both mobbish and unjust. It’s an abuse of public funds. — Joseph D. McFarland, writer, English

Minority status for gays no relation to unfairness

I am writing in response to Professor Helmo’s letter in the Feb. 10 edition of the DE.

While I thought your letter was an excellent reason why gays should not gain minority status, you missed an important part of the Colorado amendment and the military ban.

The Colorado amendment prevents homosexuals from seeking redress when they have been discriminated against, and the military ban is just plain discrimination against a person’s sexual orientation. But I fully agree with anyone who wants to prevent gays from gaining minority status or special treatment, but to prevent gays or any other group or person from having the opportunity to get justice when they have been discriminated against is purely unconstitutional.

Our forefathers were very farsighted when they wrote the Fourteenth Amendment applies to all Americans and in no way should any state or military, have the right to deny the rights of any person or group for any reason.

Professor Helmo, I wonder what you would do if the state of Illinois passed a law “taking away your rights to vote” or “taking away your rights to get a job” when you are discriminated against. — Damon Longworsh, sophomore, undecided

Homosexuals are individuals, should be judged on that basis

I have been a resident of Southern Illinois for over 20 years and have, at various times, been interrupted to respond to DE letters.

This morning I read a letter from Mr. William L. Burke Ill, a graduate in business, It would appear that Mr. Burke learned what he needed to in (1) classrooms to receive his degree, but apparently learned little else from his teacher at SIU.

His blatant statements about women who are homosexuals in the military have made me angry enough to respond to his statements. "Guys are not accepted throughout society," “Lack of women is expected or desire for women to be forced into combat or subject to a draft, which would necessarily accompany expanded women’s roles.”

I really took exception to his entire letter, but as a member of "society" I cannot agree with his statements. In my job, here at the University, I come in contact with many individuals during the course of the day, of whom many may be homosexual or women.

I choose, however, to make my determination of a person not on his or her sexual preference, but how they deal with being a human being, and how she can interact with their fellow men and women. I don’t wish to be categorized as a "society." I wish to make my judgements about individuals as persons and how I am able to interact with them as a person and not as a gay or a homosexual.

In regard to your comments about women in the military, I am paraphrasing something I read recently in a newspaper editorial. If you were wounded in a combat situation, would you reject rescue from a fellow member of your military unit if she were a woman? — Val Tucker, administrative aide, College of Education

DE must learn sensitivity for disabled

I am a student in therapeutic recreation here at SIUC.

In our field and as should be in society, it is important to use correct terminology in referring to individuals with different types of disabilities.

Words such as crippled, as used in a recent DE headline, to add and handicapped should not be used. Instead, the emphasis of the disability should be taken off the person, using correct terminology as many individuals during the course of the day, of whom some may be lesbian or homosexual.

I am a student in therapeutic recreation here at SIUC. In our field and as should be in society, it is important to use correct terminology in referring to individuals with different types of disabilities.

Words such as crippled, as used in a recent DE headline, to add and handicapped should not be used. Instead, the emphasis of the disability should be taken off the person, using correct terminology as many individuals during the course of the day, of whom some may be lesbian or homosexual.

For example, it should be written about, as an individual with a disability, or an individual with cerebral palsy, etc.

This is called person-first terminology. A tremendous gain has been made and is still being sought after for individuals with disabilities. Unawareness and mistakes like yours can cause setbacks and stereotyping for us. Please educate yourselves in this area. — Sara Grounds, Junior, Therapeutic Recreation
Abolitionist paved way for new leaders

By Thomas Gibson
Minot. 4/1/G

Before Martin Luther King Jr. and Malcolm X, there was Frederick Douglass, an abolitionist and former slave whose narrative opened the eyes and softened the hearts of Northern liberals.

Julius Thompson, assistant professor of black american studies, said Douglass paved the way for other African-American leaders.

"In African-American history, Douglass stands as a giant figure," he said.

Even when looking at the 20th century events, Douglass' contributions are prevalent, he said.

Doug, civil rights activist who was a guest speaker at SIUC Wednesday for Black History Month, said Douglass was the first black man who had the will and the know-how to deal with the American system of politics.

"Malcolm X, who I know personally, relied heavily upon history and what the people did to solve their problems," he said.

In February 1874, 119 years ago Monday, Douglass was elected president of Freedmen's Saving and Trust Co.

When Douglass became president, the deposits from all branches exceeded $3 million, Thompson said.

In 1845, Douglass wrote the book "The True Colored Times of Frederick Douglass." He went to England, fearing recapture by his former slavemaster because the book revealed Douglass' identity.

Jean Mitchell, an SIUC student in psychology and history from East St. Louis, said Douglass blazed a trail for future African-American leaders.

"It's unfortunate that America's eyes and ears are not open to words of wisdom from great men of African descent," he said.

He said there were men like Douglass in the 20th century, but their places were not implemented.

Douglass returned to America to riant the "North Star" newspaper. In 1864, he joined the Liberty Party.

In 1850, he met with John Brown, a radical abolitionist, before his raid on Harper's Ferry, N.C. He cautioned Brown, declaring that "form is correction nothing can be expected but imprisonment and death.

When the Civil War started Douglass urged Abraham Lincoln to free the slaves and give arms to Africans. He recruited African-American men for the Union armies, among them his own son.

Mitchell said that African-American man who gave their lives to secure the union were promised 40 acres and a mule.

"As of today, no one has received it," he said.

After the Union won, Douglass turned his attention to the status of the newly freed men, urging education as a way out of mental slavery. Many of his ideas were read by Booker T. Washington and embedded in the Tuskegee Institute.

"Douglass realized that education would help the newly freed African in America and be an opportunity to plot a course for Freedom," Mitchell said.

He said an educated man would want truth, justice and equality and would be equipped to defend those rights.

He fought for voting rights, women's rights and world peace. He also held a variety of offices in the U.S. government.
Accounting fraternity offering free tax help

By Mikael Pyret
Business Writer

An SIUC student organization is providing free tax assistance to the public, while at the same time allowing its members to gain valuable experience.

The accounting fraternity Beta Alpha Psi and the Internal Revenue Service are sponsors of the Voluntary Income Tax Assistance Program, which gives assistance to anyone filing income taxes this year.

Julie Henderson, VITA coordinator for Beta Alpha Psi, said the opportunity provides students with a unique learning experience.

"Participating in programs like this gives our students hands-on experience and networking opportunities," Henderson said.

Sonya Jacobs, coordinator of taxpayer education for the IRS, said the IRS has sanctioned the VITA program for many years and would like to see the program expanded.

"The IRS has sponsored the program for about 23 years," Jacobs said.

"We believed that there was a need for this service to be provided in the community, but we could not afford it," Fortunatly we had a good response with volunteer efforts," according to Jacobs, the volunteers are trained, tested and certified to assist with the 1040EZ, 1040 and 1040A income forms.

These interested should bring W-2 or 1099 forms.

The 1099 form is issued by banks showing how much interest has been accumulated on investments, certified deputi es (CDs), checking accounts and savings accounts.

According to Henderson the service will be offered until April 14th at the following locations:

• Mondays: The SIUC Student Center, Saline Room; 6:30 p.m. to 8:30 p.m.
• Tuesdays: Jacksonville Nursing Home; Feb. 23, March 9, 30, April 13; 1 p.m. to 3 p.m.
• Wednesdays: Federal Building in Carbondale; 2:30 p.m. to 4:30 p.m.
• Thursdays: Carbondale Senior Center; 2:30 p.m. to 4:30 p.m.
• Fridays: The Murphysboro Community Center; Feb. 19, March 5, March 26, April 9; 10 a.m. to 12 p.m.

Police investigating burglary and some damage was done to the building.

Anyone with information on this burglary can call Carbondale Crime Stoppers at 549-2677.

Individuals supplying information leading to an arrest in this case may be eligible for a reward of up to $1,000.

Church group discovers turmoil in Cuba after fall of Soviet Union

By Candace Bosio Heindl
International Writer

A trip to Cuba opened the eyes of a local church group that witnessed the island country's turmoil and suffering brought about by the fall of the Soviet Union.

"We were able to see for ourselves what life was like in Cuba today," said Eloise Speck of Carbondale.

"There is a lot of poverty there," she added. "The past year, they have been in what it called a special period because of the collapse of the Soviet Union."

Speck traveled to Cuba with 11 other people from the United Church of Christ. After spending two weeks there she said she wishes the United States would end its 32-year embargo on Cuba.

"There is a ratio on food and the basic necessities, such as soap, are very hard to get," she said.

The state of Cuba's economy has declined since the fall of the Soviet Union, which served as the country's primary source of aid. Speck said she was encouraged not to exchange her American currency for Cuban money, known as pesos. She said pesos essentially are of no value now.

The group also visited the University of Havana. Speck said English is not taught there, but citizens can go to another center to learn the language. All education there is free for everyone, but graduates in certain fields like medicine are required to work for three years in rural areas as a way of paying back the state.

"I went there to see if they had a department that taught the classics, like Roman and Greek mythology," Speck, wife of associate professor Charles Speck of the SIUC foreign language and literature department, said. "That is what my husband teaches at SIUC. A professor there said they didn't teach the classics they worked in the fields."

Speck met a few students who had attended the university. She said one student who had obtained a degree in accounting said the job opportunities were very limited and he was forced to work in a tourism bureau.

"We believed that there was a need for this service to be provided in the community, but we could not afford it." Fortunatly we had a good response with volunteer efforts." According to Jacobs, the volunteers are trained, tested and certified to assist with the 1040EZ, 1040 and 1040A income forms.

These interested should bring W-2 or 1099 forms.

The 1099 form is issued by banks showing how much interest has been accumulated on investments, certified deputi es (CDs), checking accounts and savings accounts.
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• Fridays: The Murphysboro Community Center; Feb. 19, March 5, March 26, April 9; 10 a.m. to 12 p.m.
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The state of Cuba's economy has declined since the fall of the Soviet Union, which served as the country's primary source of aid. Speck said she was encouraged not to exchange her American currency for Cuban money, known as pesos. She said pesos essentially are of no value now.

The group also visited the University of Havana. Speck said English is not taught there, but citizens can go to another center to learn the language. All education there is free for everyone, but graduates in certain fields like medicine are required to work for three years in rural areas as a way of paying back the state.

"I went there to see if they had a department that taught the classics, like Roman and Greek mythology," Speck, wife of associate professor Charles Speck of the SIUC foreign language and literature department, said. "That is what my husband teaches at SIUC. A professor there said they didn't teach the classics they worked in the fields."

Speck met a few students who had attended the university. She said one student who had obtained a degree in accounting said the job opportunities were very limited and he was forced to work in a tourism bureau.

"We believed that there was a need for this service to be provided in the community, but we could not afford it. Fortunatly we had a good response with volunteer efforts. According to Jacobs, the volunteers are trained, tested and certified to assist with the 1040EZ, 1040 and 1040A income forms.

These interested should bring W-2 or 1099 forms.
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According to Henderson the service will be offered until April 14th at the following locations:
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Police investigating burglary and some damage was done to the building.
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Local forum to display candidates platforms

By Todd Schlender
General Assignment Writer

Residents of Carbondale who subscribe to cable TV and are unable to make it to the forum can view it live on Channel 37.

GPSC and the Jackson County League of Women Voters have planned a series of forums in which local voters can find out more about the candidates in the upcoming election.

The forum will begin with the candidates presenting their platform. This will be followed by a question-and-answer period in which a moderator will present questions submitted earlier by the forum's audience.

The primary will be held on Feb. 23, so this may be the last chance voters have to learn about all nine candidates.

A second forum is planned for after the primaries. The date has not been set, but it will take place prior to the general election on April 20.

Labor group attacks free trade agreement

The Washington Post
Organized labor Wednesday formally called on Congress and the White House to reject the proposed North American Free Trade Agreement unless it is renegotiated to include worker and environmental protections.

"As drafted, NAFTA is an agreement based solely on exploitation," the AFL-CIO said in a resolution introducing the pact. "The labor movement has worked out last year with Canada and Mexico by the Bush administration.

The resolution, approved by the AFL-CIO Executive Council, the governing body of the 14 million-member federation, was labor's first formal policy statement on the controversial trade issue since President Clinton's election.

Mark Anderson, who heads the AFL-CIO task force on trade, said that while labor opposed the agreement negotiated by the Bush administration, it did not oppose an agreement with Mexico.

The problem for labor, he said, was that "we have a different vision of what a trade agreement with Mexico ought to be.

The United States already has a free-trade agreement with Canada.

The Clinton administration has said it will not send the trade agreement to Congress for ratification until it negotiated "side agreements" dealing with the concerns of labor and environmental groups.

That position was reiterated this week by both Labor Secretary Robert Reich and House Majority Leader Richard A. Gephardt, D-Mo., one of labor's strongest congressional allies on trade.

U.S. Trade Representative Mickey Kantor told union leaders two weeks ago the White House was "very serious" about negotiating the side agreements, but did not offer any specifics, according to an official at the meeting.

POWER & CHOICE

You have the POWER to maintain a healthy relationship with alcohol. Most college students make healthy CHOICES when drinking. The more of these healthy behaviors you CHOOSE, the greater your POWER over your health.

35% of SIUC students surveyed reported they would prefer not to have alcohol available at parties they attend. (Up 10% from 1991) (Core, 1991, 1992)
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**February 10, 1993**

### Calendar

**Community**

**PARALEGAL ASSOCIATION** will meet at 5 p.m. Thursday at the Joplin Public Library. The guest speaker will be one of the judiciary. All are welcome.

**SCHOOL OF LAW Career Services Office** will host a panel discussion on "Career Opportunities for Recent J.D. Graduates" from 11 a.m. to 1 p.m. Thursday at the McPike Center.

**ME.PLEASANT Mission Church** will have worship service at 3:30 p.m. Sunday in the Missouri State Park. For more information call Don 672-4303.

**FRANKLIN LIBRARY** will have a special open house on the 4th from 8 a.m. to 3 p.m. The library is located at 650 S. Main St.

**KPIEPLY'S SUPPORT Group** will meet at 4 p.m. in the Conference Room B-2 at St. Louis University Hospital. For more information call 672-4303.

**UNTREATED MISTREATMENT** meeting will be held at 7 p.m. Thursday in the Missouri State Park. For more information call Don 672-4303.

**KPIEPLY'S SUPPORT Group** will meet at 4 p.m. in the Conference Room B-2 at St. Louis University Hospital. For more information call 672-4303.

**KPIEPLY'S SUPPORT Group** will meet at 4 p.m. in the Conference Room B-2 at St. Louis University Hospital. For more information call 672-4303.

**KPIEPLY'S SUPPORT Group** will meet at 4 p.m. in the Conference Room B-2 at St. Louis University Hospital. For more information call 672-4303.

**KPIEPLY'S SUPPORT Group** will meet at 4 p.m. in the Conference Room B-2 at St. Louis University Hospital. For more information call 672-4303.

**KPIEPLY'S SUPPORT Group** will meet at 4 p.m. in the Conference Room B-2 at St. Louis University Hospital. For more information call 672-4303.

### Transit

**FROM PAGE 1**

"The catch is that we're not yet a 'true' district. We need to be added to the legislature to qualify for the money," Madlener said.

"The U.S. Public Transit Act provides that a small portion of the sales taxes collected in the district be used to account for the operating costs of the transit system."

"We hope the money cannot cover more than 45 percent of the district's operating deficit. In addition to that, if the district can match that amount with their own funds, we will double the money we will provide," Madlener said.

"The extra money might allow for future expansion of the system to more of the surrounding area. Surveys have shown that students would like to see routes to Murphysboro, DeSoto and Logan College in Carbondale. Madlener said the main purpose of the meeting will be to inform Dunn and Hawkins about the status of the system and also to hear Carbondale's proposed transit district added to the slate of districts." Carbondale Mayor Neil Dillard will attend the meeting and that he is going in the hopes of learning more about the transit system idea.

"The efforts to bring a mass transit system to Carbondale are in their final stages and it would be nice if the county commission was waiting on a final transit plan from Parsons, DeLew Inc., a Chicago consulting firm."

"When it arrives, it will be submitted for a student vote in the fall. The plan is expected to cost $1.6 million a year, and students will be asked to support the plan by voting to increase the student fees." Calander will be added to the student fees.

"There is no winning with a company saying, 'We have a 90- to 100 percent ridership for a 100- foot wide, as long as they explain what you're getting and what you're losing.'" Assistant Deputy Director said.

**FROM PAGE 1**

"The fact is we just can't tell people every detail of what is recorded," Strem said. "It is frustrating to me, because we take a lot of heat for issues we don't discuss."

"I want to assure you that we have conducted what I think was a very detailed investigation, Strem said. "People who know who are witnesses... have been very willing to discuss this case with us."

"Police investigators interviewed about 75 interviewees with checkers employees, friends of Wright at Checkers, Wright's deputy of his death and others witnesses."

**KPIEPLY'S SUPPORT Group** will meet at 4 p.m. in the Conference Room B-2 at St. Louis University Hospital. For more information call 672-4303.

**KPIEPLY'S SUPPORT Group** will meet at 4 p.m. in the Conference Room B-2 at St. Louis University Hospital. For more information call 672-4303.
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**KPIEPLY'S SUPPORT Group** will meet at 4 p.m. in the Conference Room B-2 at St. Louis University Hospital. For more information call 672-4303.

**KPIEPLY'S SUPPORT Group** will meet at 4 p.m. in the Conference Room B-2 at St. Louis University Hospital. For more information call 672-4303.

**KPIEPLY'S SUPPORT Group** will meet at 4 p.m. in the Conference Room B-2 at St. Louis University Hospital. For more information call 672-4303.

### City, from page 3

"The city will become a center for the gay and lesbian community," Strem said. "We have been told that we are a part of a new era, and that we are a small portion of the gay and lesbian community." Calander will be added to the gay and lesbian community.

"We hope the money cannot cover more than 45 percent of the district's operating deficit. In addition to that, if the district can match that amount with their own funds, we will double the money we will provide," Madlener said.

"The extra money might allow for future expansion of the system to more of the surrounding area. Surveys have shown that students would like to see routes to Murphysboro, DeSoto and Logan College in Carbondale. Madlener said the main purpose of the meeting will be to inform Dunn and Hawkins about the status of the system and also to hear Carbondale's proposed transit district added to the slate of districts." Carbondale Mayor Neil Dillard will attend the meeting and that he is going in the hopes of learning more about the transit system idea.

"The efforts to bring a mass transit system to Carbondale are in their final stages and it would be nice if the county commission was waiting on a final transit plan from Parsons, DeLew Inc., a Chicago consulting firm."

"When it arrives, it will be submitted for a student vote in the fall. The plan is expected to cost $1.6 million a year, and students will be asked to support the plan by voting to increase the student fees." Calander will be added to the student fees.

"There is no winning with a company saying, 'We have a 90- to 100 percent ridership for a 100- foot wide, as long as they explain what you're getting and what you're losing.'" Assistant Deputy Director said.

**FROM PAGE 1**

"The fact is we just can't tell people every detail of what is recorded," Strem said. "It is frustrating to me, because we take a lot of heat for issues we don't discuss."

"I want to assure you that we have conducted what I think was a very detailed investigation, Strem said. "People who know who are witnesses... have been very willing to discuss this case with us."

"Police investigators interviewed about 75 interviewees with checkers employees, friends of Wright at Checkers, Wright's deputy of his death and others witnesses."

**Hepatitis, from page 3**

"The amount of cases in the tissue and blood bank is not an issue," Strem said. "The only thing we are concerned about is that the blood be stored in the tissue and blood bank."

"Often times a symptom of hepatitis can be main, over a long period of time. Also, a signal can be tighter of a color in the stool, or darker colored urine," Strem said."

"Ottolini said many disease transmissions can be avoided if people simply wash their hands after using the toilet. Some disease, that are fatal, oral, regional, include skin cancer, stomach cancer and salmonellosis (salmonella)."

"There is a general illness that means an inflammation of the liver. Symptoms of hepatitis are the one of the most common causes of the disease and is spread on a variety of body parts."

"People who work in the laboratory... have been very willing to discuss this case with us."

"Police investigators interviewed about 75 interviewees with checkers employees, friends of Wright at Checkers, Wright's deputy of his death and others witnesses."

**Official late with nominees**

**FROM PAGE 1**

"The city will become a center for the gay and lesbian community," Strem said. "We have been told that we are a part of a new era, and that we are a small portion of the gay and lesbian community." Calander will be added to the gay and lesbian community.

"We hope the money cannot cover more than 45 percent of the district's operating deficit. In addition to that, if the district can match that amount with their own funds, we will double the money we will provide," Madlener said.

"The extra money might allow for future expansion of the system to more of the surrounding area. Surveys have shown that students would like to see routes to Murphysboro, DeSoto and Logan College in Carbondale. Madlener said the main purpose of the meeting will be to inform Dunn and Hawkins about the status of the system and also to hear Carbondale's proposed transit district added to the slate of districts." Carbondale Mayor Neil Dillard will attend the meeting and that he is going in the hopes of learning more about the transit system idea.

"The efforts to bring a mass transit system to Carbondale are in their final stages and it would be nice if the county commission was waiting on a final transit plan from Parsons, DeLew Inc., a Chicago consulting firm."

"When it arrives, it will be submitted for a student vote in the fall. The plan is expected to cost $1.6 million a year, and students will be asked to support the plan by voting to increase the student fees." Calander will be added to the student fees.
Brokers seek foreign stocks

Global funds prove smart investment, reduce financial risk

The Washington Post

Soft drink cans in Hong Kong, Washington, Mexico and Japan are among 100 books in Britain. And bathroom fixtures in Thailand. What do these products have in common?

They are all made by fast-growing foreign companies whose stocks are eagerly bought after the market hours by the managers of mutual funds who invest around the world.

Trying to find great stocks in a not-so-great world economic climate is a big challenge for global investment managers such as Jain Clark at Salomon Henderson Co. in New York.

"In the game of global investing, we look for winners everywhere," John Clark, chief investment officer of Salomon Henderson's Global Emerging Companies Fund, said.

But it was "modestly optimistic," about the global investment outlook, even though he expects to see only modest economic growth ahead.

The United States and Britain are just coming out of recession, he noted, and overall economic weakness continues to grip Japan, Germany and some of Germany's neighbors.

In this slow of growth-circumstance, Clark said, investment managers will have to work harder than usual to find stocks that can prosper. Success, he is likely to be tied to a strong need for a company's products or services.

"Selectivity," he said, "will be the watchword of the 1990s. ... We need to be quite selective on our country allocation and our company allocation."
Today's Puzzle

ACROSS
1 Birds' spary
2 Cat game
3 2001
4 Industrious
5 Small low
6 Chat
7 She's a flirt
8 Apple college
9 Salted
10 Jackpot
11 Feud
12 Chicago
13 Inside local
14 One last
15 I'm from
16 Alpaca
17 On prize
18 Alpha
19 Rejected
20 Brick
21 Potato
22 Famous
23 Rogers
24 Eggs or birds
25 Document, in a
26 Put away

DOWN
1 South America
2 The new
3 Headache
4 Thrust
5 Too
6 Mind
7 Chizzle
8 Compere
9 Smells of music
10 Owning
11 Lover
12 Keep
13 Right
14 Look
15 Smell
16 Save
17 Budget
18 Get

Singles by Petter Kohkat

19 Last call
- and quite a busy dancer, too.

Shoe

by Bill Watterson

I'm sorry, sir, but your credit card has turned down.

That's okay.

21.5¢ charge it to my driver's license.

Calvin and Hobbes

by Walt Kelly's Pogo

The drink will be our 2001 state. Perennia.
Statehood is in the air!

Isn't that big news?

THE GREEK NIGHT IN PENTY NIGHT

with MS. D. DEPESTO and D. J. EDDY CHI

PITCHERS
DRAFTS
SPEEDRAILS
JELLO SHOTS
CHERRY BOMBS
MELON BALLS

$50 Dance Contest

Godfather's Pizza

75¢ Slices
Administrators bear down on abusive coaches
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same location in early March.

"It will carry a weight of 20," Jack Harris, president of the Boston Red Sox and chairman of the meats committee, said of the survey.

"I don't think we want to run counter to fan interest. There is a strong feeling, the game (among owners) for making changes," John Harrington, chairman of the meats committee, added.

The survey includes preferences between DH and the starting times of games, but the most pressing questions concern the playoff format, which seems likely to be revamped soon.

The committee has discussed changes in the basic format of the game—the switch to DH and the starting times of games—four times, but the majors have not made any decisions yet—"a major break with tradition—but it might be the first time in the history of the major leagues that it has fallen outside pressure to spice up its product.
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